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Energy storage technologies are critical in addressing the global challenge of clean sustainable energy. Major advances in rechargeable batteries for portable electronics, electric vehicles and large-scale grid storage will depend on the discovery and exploitation of new high performance materials, which requires a greater fundamental understanding of their properties on the atomic and nanoscopic scales. This review describes some of the exciting progress being made in this area through use of computer simulation techniques, focusing primarily on positive electrode (cathode) materials for lithium-ion batteries, but also including a timely overview of the growing area of new cathode materials for sodium-ion batteries. In general, two main types of technique have been employed, namely electronic structure methods based on density functional theory, and atomistic potentials-based methods. A major theme of much computational work has been the significant synergy with experimental studies. The scope of contemporary work is highlighted by studies of a broad range of topical materials encompassing layered, spinel and polyanionic framework compounds such as LiCoO$_2$, LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and LiFePO$_4$ respectively. Fundamental features important to cathode performance are examined, including voltage trends, ion diffusion paths and dimensionalities, intrinsic defect chemistry, and surface properties of nanostructures.

1. Introduction

The importance of clean and efficient energy storage has grown enormously over the past decade, driven primarily by concerns...
over global warming, diminishing fossil-fuel reserves, and increasing demand for portable electronics and grid storage systems.\textsuperscript{1–3} The performance of energy storage devices depends crucially on the properties of their component materials. Indeed, innovative materials science lies at the core of advances that have already been made in this field.\textsuperscript{4,5} an excellent example being the rechargeable lithium battery.

Lithium-ion batteries have since become instrumental in powering the revolution in portable electronics (including mobile phones, laptops, and digital audio players), as their high energy density is superior to all other secondary batteries.\textsuperscript{6–18} In addition, the need to cut CO\textsubscript{2} emissions from road transport will require uptake of hybrid or fully electric vehicles powered by batteries that are light, safe, inexpensive and long lived, whereas the intermittency of renewable energy sources (such as solar and wind power) will require large-scale storage systems in power grids.\textsuperscript{1–4}

For the same reasons, sodium-ion batteries are also attracting increased attention recently, especially for grid storage.\textsuperscript{19–23} Early research into Na analogues of some Li-based positive electrode materials more-or-less fell by the wayside some twenty years ago in favour of the higher gravimetric capacity afforded by rechargeable Li-ion cells, a factor critical to their successful application in portable electronics. Sodium-based batteries have other advantages, however, largely associated with their improved cost stemming from the natural abundance of sodium in the Earth’s crust. Indeed, where gravimetric energy density is not the primary concern, Na-ion batteries can be preferable to their Li-ion counterparts.

Regardless of the application, the discovery and optimisation of high performance materials are critical to future breakthroughs for next-generation rechargeable batteries. These advances depend on exploring new classes of compounds and gaining a better understanding of the fundamental science of functional materials that underpin applied research. Computational methods now play a vital role in characterising and predicting the structures and properties of complex materials on the atomic scale. A major theme for much computational work has been the strong synergy with experimental studies.

This review highlights some of the exciting advances made in computational studies of cathode materials in recent years, particularly for Li-ion batteries. In light of the renewed interest in Na-ion batteries, we also include a timely overview of recent computational studies of Na-based cathode materials. It would require several volumes to provide an exhaustive summary of the vast number of studies that are now being carried out worldwide, which is obviously beyond the scope of this review. Nor is this review intended to be a comprehensive overview of lithium battery technologies and materials; excellent reviews on these topics can be found elsewhere.\textsuperscript{5–23} Rather, we discuss a range of examples to illustrate the kinds of significant contributions computational techniques can make in the study of lithium-ion and other battery materials.

First, we provide brief overviews of computational methods and cathode materials, and then focus on recent progress in analysing cell voltages, ion transport, defect chemistry, surfaces and nanostructures of cathode materials.

### 2 Overview of computational methods

Our description of the computational techniques will be brief as more comprehensive reviews are available elsewhere,\textsuperscript{24,25} including in relation to rechargeable batteries.\textsuperscript{26–28} In general, two main classes of technique have been employed in the study of solid-state cathode materials: interatomic potential-based methods (including atomistic static lattice and molecular dynamics techniques) and electronic structure methods, in particular employing density functional theory (DFT). The schematic diagram in Fig. 1 summarises the relationships between the main computational methods, together with complementary experimental techniques, their overall aims, and the types of properties that can be calculated.

#### 2.1 Interatomic potential methods

These rest upon the specification of an effective potential model, which expresses the total energy of the system as a function of the nuclear coordinates. For polar solids, a good basis is the Born model framework, which partitions the total energy into long-range Coulombic interactions, and a short-range term to model the repulsions and van der Waals forces between electron charge clouds; the Buckingham potential is often used for the short-range term, giving

\[
U_{ij}(r) = q_i q_j \frac{A_{ij}}{r} + C_{ij} \exp \left( -\frac{r}{\rho_{ij}} \right) - \frac{C_{ij}}{r^6}
\]

for the potential energy, \(U_{ij}\), between two ions, i and j, separated by distance \(r\). The shell model is often added as a computationally inexpensive means of reproducing electronic polarisability effects, and has proven to be effective in simulating dielectric and lattice dynamical properties.

It should be stressed, as argued previously,\textsuperscript{24,25} that employing such a potential model does not necessarily mean that the electron distribution corresponds to a fully ionic system, and that the general validity of the model is assessed primarily by its ability to reproduce observed properties of the crystal lattice. Indeed, good quality interatomic potentials are available for a wide range of oxides, fluorides and polyanion solids. For systems such as phosphates and silicates, pair-potential
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A schematic summary of the main computational methods and their aims, the links with complementary experimental techniques and the key materials issues in the development of positive electrodes.
models still prove to be useful, although it has been found desirable to include some representation of the angular dependence of the bonding via angle-dependent terms.\textsuperscript{24,26}

Geometry optimisation provides the lowest energy configuration of a given structure through a search of the potential energy surface using efficient minimisation routines. For bulk systems, three-dimensional periodic boundary conditions are normally applied to the simulation box, in effect rendering the structure infinite in extent.

An important feature of these calculations is the treatment of lattice relaxation (using the Mott–Littleton approach) around point defects, dopant clusters or migrating ions, so that the crystal is not considered simply as a rigid lattice. The most widely used code for geometry optimisation (and related defect calculations) using effective potentials is GULP.\textsuperscript{29} Atomistic modelling of surface structures and energies uses similar methodology and interatomic potentials to bulk calculations, by either describing the crystal as a stack of planes periodic in two dimensions, or as a slab of given thickness bounded by two symmetrically equivalent surfaces.

The molecular dynamics (MD) technique consists of numerically solving Newton’s equations of motion for a large ensemble of particles at a finite temperature and pressure. Repetition of the integration algorithm over many time steps yields a detailed picture of the evolution of ion positions and velocities as a function of time. Two properties MD simulations are eminently good at providing within the current context of Li-ion-conducting materials are diffusion coefficients and ion transport mechanisms as functions of temperature and/or composition. A widely used MD code is the DL_POLY program.\textsuperscript{30}

It is worth noting that potentials-based MD simulations on Li diffusion can now regularly be run for timescales on the order of nanoseconds, at least two orders of magnitude longer than ab initio MD calculations of much smaller systems. Indeed, the advantage of interatomic potential methods is that they are computationally inexpensive and thus allow large ensembles of atoms, from thousands to millions, to be handled efficiently within a reasonable time frame on modern supercomputers. The chief disadvantage is that explicit information on the material’s electronic structure is not included in potentials-based methods.

### 2.2 Electronic structure methods

For inorganic solids, the most widely used theoretical framework for accurate calculations of a system’s electronic ground state is density functional theory (DFT).\textsuperscript{31} DFT relates the ground-state energy to the electron density, \( \rho \), and in the Kohn–Sham formalism, the total energy, \( E \), is given by\textsuperscript{32}

\[
-\nabla^2 + V_H(\rho(\mathbf{r})) + V_N(\mathbf{r}) + V_{XC}(\rho(\mathbf{r}))\psi(\mathbf{r}) = E\psi(\mathbf{r})
\]

where the first term is the electronic kinetic energy; \( V_H \) is the so-called Hartree term representing the electrostatic energy of an electron moving independently in the mean electrostatic field due to all other electrons; \( V_N \) is the energy due to all nuclei; and \( V_{XC} \) is the exchange–correlation energy, accounting for Pauli exclusion and electron correlation effects.\textsuperscript{33}

Unlike the first three terms, the exact form of the exchange–correlation term cannot be computed, but there are a number of approaches for including reasonable approximations to it. One of the first to be developed is the local density approximation (LDA), which estimates the exchange–correlation potential as if the electron were surrounded by a uniform electron gas at each point. This method works particularly well for metals. However, when materials contain localised electrons, such as most oxides or salts, LDA reveals systematic shortcomings, leading to overestimation of binding energies, with the associated underestimation of crystal lattice constants, for example. To overcome this, the generalised gradient approximation (GGA) was developed, in which a dependence on the gradient of the electron density is introduced.

To avoid electron self-interaction errors that occur in standard LDA or GGA for strongly correlated electronic systems, DFT + \( U \) methods are often used for open-shell transition metal compounds, where \( U \) is an on-site Coulomb interaction parameter. The \( U \) parameter is derived either by fitting to experimental data (e.g. cell voltages, band gaps), or by self-consistent calculations. There is also increasing use of hybrid functionals, which include a fraction of the Hartree–Fock exchange, and can also correct for self-interaction present in the Hartree term, although the amount of exact exchange required can also be system dependent, introducing another empirical term.\textsuperscript{35}

Among a variety of different ways of describing the crystal orbitals, one widely used implementation of DFT combines a plane-wave basis set with the pseudopotential method, in which the pseudopotential replaces the nuclear potential and the inert core electrons, so that only valence electrons are included explicitly in the calculations. Bulk crystals are again modelled as infinite lattice systems using 3D periodic boundary conditions, while surfaces can be modelled as the two faces of a slab separated by a vacuum in one direction and infinite in extent in the other two.

The utility of these methods (often referred to as first-principles or \textit{ab initio}) is evidenced by the explosion in the number of studies carried out on all manner of condensed matter systems, including lithium-ion battery materials, over the past 15 or so years. There are many DFT codes available today, some of the more popular being the general-purpose codes VASP,\textsuperscript{34} CASTEP,\textsuperscript{35} CRYSTAL\textsuperscript{36} and Wien2K.\textsuperscript{37}

In general, the development of computational materials science has been assisted by the continuing rapid growth in computer power as well as advances in theory and more efficient (and massively parallelisable) codes. As indicated by Catlow and Woodley,\textsuperscript{38} scientific computing can be viewed as a pyramid, where the base represents the many desktop PCs (which now have much greater power than the “supercomputers” of the 1980s), and at the apex are high-performance computers with the greatest processing power, parallelism and memory specifications.

### 3 Cathode materials: background

A schematic of the main components of a conventional rechargeable lithium-ion battery is given in Fig. 2. The battery
The conventional LiCoO₂ cathode adopts the \( \alpha \)-NaFeO₂ structure (Fig. 3) with consecutive alternating \([\text{CoO}_2\]^\text{Co}^+\) and \(\text{Li}^+\) layers; the \text{Co}^{3+} and \text{Li}^+ ions are octahedrally coordinated in a cubic close packed (ccp) \(\text{O}_2\) lattice, resulting in a rhombohedral structure. The cathode is one of the limiting components in lithium-ion batteries because the amount of lithium that can be reversibly extracted and re-inserted influences the overall capacity, while its Fermi energy affects the cell voltage.

The next-generation of lithium ion batteries for electric vehicles and grid storage applications will require LiCoO₂ to
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**Fig. 2** Schematic diagram of a first-generation rechargeable lithium-ion cell. During charging, lithium ions flow to the negative electrode through the electrolyte and electrons flow from the external circuit. During discharge the directions are reversed, generating useful power to be consumed by the device.

**Fig. 3** Representative crystal structures of cathode materials for lithium-ion batteries: (a) layered \( \alpha \)-LiCoO₂; (b) cubic LiMn₂O₄ spinel; (c) olivine-structured LiFePO₄; (d) \( \beta \)-Li₂FeSiO₄; and (e) tavorite-type LiFeSO₄F. Li ions are shown as light green spheres, CoO₆ octahedra in blue; MnO₆ octahedra in mauve, Fe–O polyhedra in brown, PO₄ tetrahedra in purple, SiO₄ tetrahedra in yellow, SO₄ tetrahedra in grey, and in (e) fluoride ions in dark blue. Black lines demarcate one unit cell in each structure.
be replaced with intercalation materials that are lower cost and environmentally benign. In particular, the cost and toxicity of cobalt could be avoided by using other multivalent elements such as Fe and Mn. For large-scale lithium batteries, thermochemical stability and high energy density (and high voltage) are two other important considerations. The main candidate materials that are being investigated to achieve these aims include mixed-metal layered oxides (such as LiNi0.5Mn0.5O2 and Li-rich Li1−xMnxNiO2), spinel oxides (LiMn2O4) and polyanion materials (such as LiFePO4, Li2FeSiO4, and LiFeSO4F); their crystal structures are shown in Fig. 3.

The olivine-structured orthophosphate LiFePO4 in particular is a much-studied material now being produced commercially.6,11,18 Amongst its attractive properties are its good electrochemical performance (particularly its high operating voltage and large theoretical gravimetric capacity), its low cost and good chemical stability during lithiation–delithiation.11,15,41–48 The LiFePO4 olivine structure (Fig. 3c) consists of PO4 tetrahedra with Fe2+ ions on corner-sharing octahedral positions and Li+ ions on edge-sharing octahedral positions, the latter running parallel to the crystallographic b axis in the orthorhombic Pnma structure.

Silicate cations such as Li2FeSiO4 have recently attracted significant interest because iron and silicon are among the most abundant elements on Earth, and hence offer the tantalising prospect of cheap and low-cost cathodes from rust and sand! The Li2MSiO4 (M = Fe, Mn, Co) compounds are members of a large family of structures comprised of tetragonally-packed oxide ions (a distorted form of hexagonal close packing) in which half of the tetrahedral sites are occupied by cations (Fig. 3d). The cation site ordering can vary, and the tetrahedra can be distorted, resulting in a rich and complex polymorphism.

Apart from the increased stability provided by a polyanion network, the open circuit voltage (OCV) of a material can be increased by tuning the covalency of the bonds in the polyanion. Although computational methods are being used to study all aspects of battery operation, in the following sections we focus on atomic-level studies of important solid-state properties of cathode materials such as cell voltages, lithium diffusion, defect chemistry and surface structures to highlight recent trends in this field.

4 Cell voltages and electronic structure

Early computational work demonstrated how the lithium insertion voltage (relative to a lithium metal anode) can be derived for LiCoO2 and other layered transition metal oxides from DFT calculations with good accuracy. Within this theoretical framework, lithium intercalation into a cathode host can be represented by the general equation

\[ \text{Li}_i[\text{cathode}] + (x_j - x_i)\text{Li}_j[\text{anode}] \rightarrow \text{Li}_{i+j}[\text{cathode}] \]  

where \( x_i \) and \( x_j \) are the limits of the intercalation reaction. The average equilibrium voltage, \( E(x) \), is related to the difference in the Gibbs free energy, \( \Delta G \), between the delithiated phase (charged state) and lithiated phase (discharged state) by

\[ V(x) = \frac{-\Delta G}{(x_j - x_i)F} \]  

where \( F \) is the Faraday constant. \( \Delta G \) can be approximated by the internal (potential) energy change per intercalated Li+ ion, since the vibrational and configurational entropy contributions to the cell voltage at room temperature are expected to be small. The change in total energy, \( E \), of the system from DFT leads to a predicted cell voltage that is an average value for compositions between \( x_i \) and \( x_j \). For example, in the LiCoO2 system this approach leads to a cell voltage calculation of the form

\[ V = \frac{-E_{\text{Li}_{x_j}\text{CoO}_2} - E_{\text{Li}_{x_i}\text{CoO}_2} - (x_j - x_i)E_{\text{Li}_i}}{(x_j - x_i)e} \]  

where \( e \) is the electron charge; in practice, one lithium atom per formula unit is removed, with the voltage derived from the difference between the end members LiCoO2 and CoO2 (i.e., \( x_j = 1.0 \) and \( x_i = 0.0 \) respectively).

4.1 Oxides and phosphates

This approach to calculate cell voltages was first used to investigate the trends of lithium intercalation voltages for a number of LiMO2 (M = Co, Ni, Ti, V, Cu, Al, Mn) layered compounds assuming the \( \alpha \)-NaFeO2 structure type for all compositions.53 These studies showed that moving to the right of the period (greater electron affinity and number of d orbital electrons) there is an increase in the electronic charge that is transferred to the anionic band when Li ions are inserted in the MO2 host; these calculations also showed that the type of anion (O, S or Se) has a very strong influence on the voltage, with oxygen clearly giving the highest voltages.

The important role of the anion can be explained in terms of the significant degree of charge transfer to the anion that occurs upon intercalation of lithium. In the oxides, more charge is transferred to the oxide ions than to the metal ions. Early DFT calculations of doped LiCoO2 also identified new candidate materials in which non-transition metals are substituted for Co.55 For one such material, Li(Co,Al)O2, it was predicted that aluminium substitution would raise the cell voltage while decreasing both the density of the material and its cost.55 Early DFT studies also include lithium insertion calculations on vanadium oxide cathodes.

For transition-metal-containing compounds pure LDA or GGA calculations are often found to underestimate redox potentials. This is largely because an electron transferred from a transition metal ion to a lithium ion experiences significantly less self-interaction in the latter state, leading to underestimation of the energy required. As noted, a commonly used method for compensating for this is addition of a Hubbard-type U term to increase on-site Coulomb interactions. Using self-consistently
derived $U$ values, the experimental lithium intercalation voltages and band gaps of a number of transition metal compounds, including layered Li$_2$M$_{1-x}$Fe$_x$O$_2$ (M = Co, Ni), olivine Li$_x$MPO$_4$ (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) and spinel Li$_x$M$_2$O$_4$ (M = Mn, Co) can be reproduced with better accuracy (Fig. 4). Owing to their high capacities there has been significant interest in Li-rich layered oxides, with combined DFT, diffraction and NMR studies of the Li$_2$MnO$_3$–Li$_2$Mn$_2$O$_4$ system, and DFT studies on the influence of cation substitution on oxygen loss in Li$_2$Mn$_2$O$_4$-based layered cathodes being reported.

Regarding the electronic structure of olivine cathodes, Maxisch et al. investigated the formation and transport of small polarons in Li$_8$FePO$_4$ using the GGA + $U$ approach; their results show that the binding energy between electron polarons and Li$^+$ ions in FePO$_4$ is lower than that between hole polarons and Fe$^{3+}$ ions in LiFePO$_4$. Also, FePO$_4$ was predicted to be a better electronic conductor than LiFePO$_4$.

In addition to intercalation voltages, DFT methods have also been used to provide insights into structural changes and stabilities on lithium extraction. Over a decade ago, the phase diagram of Li$_2$CoO$_2$ was predicted based on DFT calculations, indicating a tendency for Li ordering at $x = 1/2$, in close agreement with experiment. The same methods have been used to investigate the relative stabilities of different layer stackings in LiCoO$_2$, using a cluster expansion method combined with Monte Carlo simulations.

DFT calculations have also been combined with solid-state NMR experiments to simulate hyperfine parameters and provide insights into local structural features of Fe(m) phosphates and Mn silicate polymorphs.

### 4.2 Silicates and fluorosulfates

Both DFT and potentials-based methods have been used to investigate the properties of complex silicates Li$_2$MnSiO$_4$ (M = Mn, Fe, Co and Ni). GGA + $U$ studies suggested that Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$ would develop a reversible specific capacity limited to the extraction of one lithium ion, whereas Li$_2$MnSiO$_4$ would have poor electronic conductivity. The calculated lithium extraction voltages of Co and Ni silicates have been predicted to be too high for current electrolytes.

Recent GGA + $U$ studies by Saracibar et al. and Eames et al. examined the energetics and cell voltages of three as-prepared polymorphs (β, γ, and γ') of Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$ versus the recently elucidated cycled structure (inverse-β). They found good agreement with the measured values of the voltage change ($AV$ vs. Li$^+/Li$) upon cycling across these polymorphs (Table 1). Eames et al. suggested that, in general, structure–property features for high cell voltages in these iron silicate cathode materials should include not only the formal valence state of Fe but also the change in energy upon delithiation (from Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$ to LiFeSiO$_3$), which is influenced by the balance between the cation–cation electrostatic repulsion and the distortion of the covalent tetrahedral framework.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>β</td>
<td>Expt 49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ</td>
<td>Expt 50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>γ'</td>
<td>DFT + 68</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 1 Calculated and experimental cell voltages ($AV$ vs. Li$^+/Li$) in volts for as-prepared ($V_{ap}$) and cycled ($V_{cyc}$) Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$ structures and voltage drop on cycling ($ΔV$) after ref. 75)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$AV$</th>
<th>$V_{ap}$</th>
<th>$V_{cyc}$</th>
<th>Method</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$β$</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>Expt</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$γ$</td>
<td>3.10</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>Expt</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$γ'$</td>
<td>2.60</td>
<td>DFT + $U$</td>
<td>65</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.16</td>
<td>2.76</td>
<td>DFT + $U$</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Cycled structure, inverse-β phase.
stabilities, voltages and energy densities have suggested several carbonophosphates and carbonosilicates as potential cathode materials.

5 Lithium-ion diffusion

Ion diffusion pathways and activation energies that govern Li-ion transport within cathode materials are of considerable interest when considering rates at which a battery can be charged and discharged. However, these details are often difficult to extract from experiment alone, especially for new polyanionic framework compounds. In this section we show that potentials-based and DFT methods have a proven record in this area by summarising many of the simulations that have been used to derive migration energy barriers and elucidate diffusion pathways and their dimensionality.

5.1 Layered and spinel oxides

Early DFT studies\(^8\,^3,\)\(^8\,^4\) of lithium diffusion in the layered Li\(_x\)CoO\(_2\) system showed that lithium transport is mediated by a divacancy mechanism between \(x = 0\) and \(x < 1\) but by single isolated vacancies at infinite vacancy dilution. Two different migration paths, illustrated in Fig. 5, are associated with each scenario, with the former having a significantly lower migration barrier energy to the latter. This work revealed how sensitive the activation barrier is to the lithium concentration due to the concomitant change in effective valence of the cobalt ions and the strongly varying layer spacing of the host lattice.

Turning to the mixed-metal layered cathodes based on Li(Ni\(_0.5\)Mn\(_0.5\))O\(_2\), DFT calculations have demonstrated that its increased stability relative to LiCoO\(_2\) is due to the particular valence distribution of the transition metals,\(^8\,^6\)\(^6\) with Mn in oxidation state +4 independent of the Li content. Delithiation of Li\(_{1-x}\)Ni\(_{0.5}\)Mn\(_{0.5}\)O\(_2\) shows that the electrochemical behaviour is linked to the oxidation of Ni\(^2+\), while the Mn valence state remains unchanged.\(^8\,^5,\)\(^8\,^6\)

It has also been reported that as-prepared Li(Ni\(_{0.5}\)Mn\(_{0.5}\))O\(_2\) contains 8 to 12% site exchange between Li and Ni,\(^8\,^7\) and DFT has been used to explore the effect of this on lithium mobility.\(^8\,^8,\)\(^8\,^9\) Fig. 6 shows the calculated activation energy as a function of the distance between the oxygen layers on each side of the Li plane, clearly indicating that more space between the oxygen layers substantially reduces the activation energy. The Li/Ni antisite (also known as cation-exchange) disorder has also been proposed as the reason why Li(Ni\(_{0.5}\)Mn\(_{0.5}\))O\(_2\) does not exhibit high rate performance. A key conclusion is that Li diffusivity would be greatly improved by reducing the amount of Li/Ni exchange in Li(Ni\(_{0.8}\)Mn\(_{0.2}\))O\(_2\); this was subsequently achieved by ion exchange of Li for Na in NaCoO\(_2\), and resulted in high measured rate-capability.\(^8\,\)\(^8\)

Fig. 6 Calculated activation barrier for Li migration in Li[Li\(_{0.9}\)Ni\(_{0.1}\)]Mn\(_{0.3}\)O\(_2\) as a function of the Li slab space. Triangles and circles represent the activated state in which LiO\(_6\) octahedra share faces with Ni and Mn octahedra, respectively. The activation barriers have been calculated for a hypothetically perfect layered system, for a system with 8.3% excess Ni present in the Li layer without a change in the transition metal layer, and for a system with 8.3% Li–Ni exchange. Reprinted with permission from ref. 88. Copyright 2006 American Association for the Advancement of Science.

Computational studies of spinel-structured LiMn\(_2\)O\(_4\) indicate that Li-ion transport involves migration between the tetrahedral (8a) sites via the octahedral (16c) sites;\(^9\,^0\)\(^9\)\(^7\) these zig-zag type paths occur uniformly in all three directions of the spinel structure, and hence LiMn\(_2\)O\(_4\)-based cathodes show 3D Li-ion diffusion behaviour. DFT studies on a range of doped spinels LiM\(_{1/2}\)Mn\(_{3/2}\)O\(_4\) (M = Ti, V, Cr, Fe, Co, Ni, and Cu) suggest that doping with Co or Cu can potentially lower the Li-diffusion barrier as compared to Ni doping.\(^9\,^4\) Recent DFT calculations\(^9\,\) on LiMn\(_2\)O\(_4\) and LiCo\(_{1/2}\)Mn\(_{1/2}\)O\(_4\) spinels also suggest that charge disproportionation accounts for the lower migration energy found in the Co-doped system.

5.2 Phosphates

Activation barriers to Li-ion migration in Li\(_2\)MPO\(_4\) (M = Mn, Fe, Co, Ni) olivines have been calculated using DFT methods,\(^9\,\)\(^8\) indicating that Li diffuses down one-dimensional (1D) channels.\(^9\,\)\(^8\) In this case, a very low activation barrier (\(\sim 0.1-0.2\) eV) was first predicted for migration along these channels, and the resulting
intrinsic Li diffusivity was calculated to be higher than found experimentally.

Atomistic defect modelling studies of LiFePO$_4$ predicted an activation barrier in better agreement with experiment ($\sim 0.5$ eV)\cite{100,101} and also revealed that lithium ions follow a non-linear, curved trajectory down the [010] channel in the orthorhombic crystal with space group $Pnma$ (Fig. 7). High barriers for other pathways suggest that lithium ions cannot readily span the large jump ($\sim 4.5$ Å) between channels, in agreement with the DFT results; such a 1D transport mechanism is consistent with the strongly anisotropic nature of the orthorhombic olivine structure. This example provides a good illustration of the utility of atomistic modelling, as neutron diffraction measurements of LiFePO$_4$ later confirmed the 1D nature of Li$^+$ diffusion in this material (Fig. 8), with a curved migration pathway between adjacent lithium sites as predicted.\cite{102}

More recently, Malik et al.\cite{103} found that the diffusion coefficient depends on particle size, with diffusion in large LiFePO$_4$ crystals being much slower than in nanoparticles because of the presence of a larger number of channel-blocking defects in the former. Adams\cite{104} used a bond valence approach to investigate lithium transport pathways in LiFePO$_4$ including the effect of Li/Fe antisite defects on possible 2D pathways. Molecular dynamics (MD) studies by Boulfelfel et al.\cite{105} suggest that as well as the principal diffusion pathways along [010] in LiFePO$_4$, there is also possible ion transport along [001]. Potentials-based MD simulations\cite{106,107} have focussed on the effect of Li/Fe antisite defects, and shown that while Li diffusion in LiFePO$_4$ is preferentially along the [010] channels, Li/Fe antisite defects can act as centres promoting localised crossing between adjacent channels. It is apparent that certain simulation studies indicate localized inter-channel hops in LiFePO$_4$, but do not show evidence of significant long-range Li$^+$ diffusion perpendicular to the $b$-axis channels.

DFT methods were used by Dathar et al.\cite{108} to study the different components of Li kinetics in LiFePO$_4$; they found that, while bulk diffusion is affected by strain and Li concentration, these are not substantial enough to explain the slow diffusion observed in experiment. However, surface diffusion is observed to have high barriers, which could contribute to slow kinetics in nanostructured cathodes, a point discussed further in Section 7.2.

Recently it has been proposed that pyrophosphate systems Li$_x$MP$_2$O$_7$ ($M = Fe, Mn, Ni$)\cite{109-113} may provide a new family of compounds for developing high-performance cathode materials. Li$_x$FeP$_2$O$_7$ is particularly attractive because it is easy to synthesise by a conventional solid-state reaction and displays reversible electrode kinetics at 3.5 V vs. Li/Li$^+$ without the need for preparation as nanoparticles or carbon coating. This voltage is the highest reported so far for Fe-based phosphate cathodes. Atomistic simulation studies of Li$_x$FeP$_2$O$_7$ indicate that lithium diffusion follows nonlinear, curved paths parallel to the $b$ and $c$ axes within space group $P2_1/c$ (Fig. 9)\cite{112} with low migration energies (0.40 eV); hence, in contrast to 1D diffusion in LiFePO$_4$,

---

**Fig. 7** Schematic of the calculated pathway for Li-ion migration down [010] channels of LiFePO$_4$ viewed perpendicular to the $ab$ plane. Reprinted with permission from ref. 100. Copyright 2005 American Chemical Society.

**Fig. 8** Experimental visualization of lithium diffusion in Li$_x$FePO$_4$ from combined powder neutron diffraction and the maximum entropy method (from ref. 102): (a) Two-dimensional contour map sliced on the (001) plane at $z = 0.5$; lithium delocalizes along the curved one-dimensional chain along the [010] direction. (b) Two-dimensional contour map sliced on the (010) plane at $y = 0$; all atoms remain near their original positions. Reprinted by permission from Macmillan Publishers Ltd: Nat. Mater. (ref. 102). Copyright 2008.

**Fig. 9** Calculated paths (green) for long-range Li$^+$ migration in Li$_x$FeP$_2$O$_7$ involving Li$_1$ and Li$_3$ sites viewed perpendicular to the $bc$ plane; simulations indicate quasi-2D transport and non-linear pathways. FeO$_6$ octahedra are shown in yellow, mixed occupancy FeO$_4$–LiO$_4$ units in orange and P$_2$O$_7$ pyrophosphate polyhedra in blue. Reprinted with permission from Wiley Publishers Ltd: Angew. Chem., Int. Ed. (ref. 112). Copyright 2012.
fast Li$^+$ transport in Li$_2$FePO$_4$ is predicted to occur through a 2D network in the (100) plane, which may explain the good rate capability even without the use of nanosized particles.

5.3 Silicates and fluorosulfates

The structure of Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$ undergoes significant change on cycling, from the as-prepared $\gamma$$_1$ form to an inverse $\beta$$_1$ polymorph, such that the SiO$_4$, FeO$_4$ and LiO$_4$ tetrahedra all end up pointing in the same direction (Fig. 3d). Combined atomistic modelling and diffraction studies$^{76}$ have revealed that, as a result of the structural changes, Li$^+$ transport paths (and corresponding Li–Li separation distances) in the cycled structure are very different from those in the as-prepared material. These paths involve zigzag trajectories between Li sites, through intervening unoccupied octahedral sites that share faces with the LiO$_4$ tetrahedra.

DFT calculations on Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$ (with $P2_1$ symmetry) indicate 2D lithium-ion diffusion$^{71}$ and similar DFT studies$^{72}$ based on earlier structural data have found Li-vacancy migration barriers of 0.9–1.0 eV in the delithiated silicate system. Significantly, the calculated migration energy is greater than the values reported of 0.9–1.0 eV in the delithiated silicate system. Higher migration energies imply lower Li conductivities and a lower rate capability for Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$ cathodes when Li is extracted and inserted.

The Li-ion migration behaviour of four polymorphs of Li$_2$MnSiO$_4$ has been investigated based on atomistic simulations$^{77}$ high activation energies (around 0.9 to 1.7 eV) are found regardless of the particular phase. All four polymorphs are thus expected to be poor Li-ion conductors, which implies low rate capabilities for Li$_2$MnSiO$_4$-based cathodes unless synthesised as nanoparticles to facilitate sufficient Li transport. Of the four polymorphs studied, the two orthorhombic phases are predicted to display essentially 2D Li-ion diffusion, while the two monoclinic phases should exhibit 3D ion diffusion.

The alkali-ion transport behaviour of both LiFeSO$_4$F and NaFeSO$_4$F tavorite-type materials has been investigated using potentials-based methods.$^{114}$ The results indicate that LiFeSO$_4$F is effectively a 3D lithium-ion conductor with an activation energy of about 0.4 eV for long-range diffusion, which involves a combination of zigzag pathways through tunnels in the [100], [010] and [111] directions of the tavorite lattice (Fig. 3e), which has triclinic (P1) symmetry.

MD simulations on LiFeSO$_4$F with a bond valence force-field$^{115}$ indicate superionic zigzag paths parallel to [111]. Ab initio MD simulations of Ramzan et al.$^{79}$ also suggest 3D Li diffusion in LiFeSO$_4$F, although the simulation timescales are very short in comparison to potentials-based MD. DFT calculations$^{116}$ predict that Li-ion diffusion occurs primarily along isolated [111] channels, effectively making this material a 1D ionic conductor. All of these computational studies on the complex fluorosulfate agree that the most favourable diffusion path is in the [111] direction, although reasons for the disparity in activation energies along other pathways warrant further investigation.

For the related NaFeSO$_4$F system, only one direction, [101], is found to have a relatively low activation energy, suggesting that this compound is a 1D Na-ion conductor.$^{114}$ Such differences in intrinsic alkali-ion mobility coupled with the two phase behaviour of (de)intercalation of alkali ions and a large volume difference between end members in the NaFeSO$_4$F–FeSO$_4$F system helps to explain the difference in the observed electrochemical behaviour of the Li and Na fluorosulfates.

5.4 Dimensionality of Li-ion diffusion

The dimensionality of Li-ion transport within the crystal structures of cathode materials is critical for their charge-discharge rate capabilities, as alluded to in the previous section. Materials which support 2D or 3D Li-ion diffusion through their crystal lattices exhibit some of the highest charge-discharge rates when used as cathodes. In Table 2 we have listed a range of cathode materials and structure types, together with the dimensionality of Li-ion diffusion as determined largely from computational studies.

Li-ion diffusion in layer-structured LiCoO$_2$ (and related materials LiNi$_{1/3}$Mn$_{1/3}$Co$_{1/3}$O$_2$ and LiNi$_{1/2}$Mn$_{1/2}$O$_2$) is, not surprisingly, 2D with fast Li-ion transport between CoO$_6$ octahedral layers and within well-defined Li layers parallel to the unit-cell basal plane. In the spinel oxides LiMn$_2$O$_4$ and LiMn$_{1.5}$Ni$_{0.5}$O$_4$, with cubic or near-cubic symmetry, Li-ion diffusion is 3D (as well as being isotropic in all directions), and hence these materials exhibit some of the highest rate capabilities.

In contrast, Li-ion transport in LiFePO$_4$ is essentially 1D along the channels of the orthorhombic structure with the shortest Li–Li jump distances, and may easily be blocked by cation antisite defects, especially Fe on Li sites. As discussed, this 1D behaviour explains why preparing the phosphate as nanoparticles, in order to provide shorter diffusion path lengths, leads to enhanced charge-discharge rates. Largely on account of the complex polymorphism in the Li$_2$MSiO$_4$ ($\text{M} = \text{Fe, Mn}$) systems, the transport pathways are less well characterised, with computational studies suggesting 2D and 3D behaviour depending on the particular polymorph structure, which may change during cycling.

### 6 Defect chemistry and ion doping

To understand fully the electrochemical behaviour of cathode materials, knowledge of the underlying point defect types and
associated properties is important. The formation energetics of intrinsic atomic defects such as Schottky, Frenkel and antisite disorder in a range of cathode materials has been most readily investigated by potentials-based methods based on the following defect reactions (in Kröger–Vink notation):

\[
\text{Li Frenkel: } \text{Li}^{+}_{\text{Li}} \rightarrow \text{Li}^{+}_{\text{Li}} + \nu^{\text{Li}}_{\text{Li}} \tag{8}
\]

\[
\text{Li}O \text{ Schottky-like: } 2\text{Li}^{+}_{\text{Li}} + O_{\text{O}} \rightarrow 2
\nu^{\text{Li}}_{\text{Li}} + V^{\text{O}}_{\text{O}} + \text{LiO} \tag{9}
\]

Antisite (cation exchange): \[\text{Li}^{+}_{\text{M}} + M_{\text{M}}^{0} \rightarrow \text{Li}^{+}_{\text{M}} + M_{\text{Li}}^{0} \tag{10}\]

where subscripts indicate regular lattice or interstitial (i) positions, superscripts indicate the net charge (positive, i.e. +1 or negative, i.e. −1), \(V\) is a vacancy, and \(M\) is a transition metal nominally in a +2 charge state. The defect energies derived from a wide range of computational studies of different cathode materials are summarised in Table 3, focusing on the most energetically favourable, and particularly those related to Li-based defects.

For the LiMPO\(_4\) (\(M = \text{Mn, Fe}\)), LiNi\(_{0.33}\)Mn\(_{0.33}\)Co\(_{0.33}\)O\(_2\), Li\(_2\)Mn-SiO\(_4\) and Li\(_2\)FeP\(_2\)O\(_7\) systems, potentials-based simulation studies suggest that the most favourable intrinsic defect is the cation antisite defect, in which a small population (<3%) of Fe\(^{3+}\), Mn\(^{3+}\) or Ni\(^{3+}\) ions are expected to sit on the Li sites (Table 3); the concentration of this defect is temperature dependent and hence sensitive to experimental synthesis conditions. After the simulation results were reported, structural analysis of hydrothermally synthesised LiFePO\(_4\) estimated 3 mol% Fe on lithium sites, while a scanning transmission electron microscopy (STEM) study provided evidence of antisite defects in LiFePO\(_4\), quoting a concentration of around 1%. In contrast, the Li/Fe antisite energies for the tavorite LiFeSO\(_4\)F suggest that there would be no significant intrinsic concentration of Fe on Li at typical operating temperatures, although cation disorder is found in the triplite phase. Recent DFT simulations on the spinel LiNi\(_{0.5}\)Mn\(_{1.5}\)O\(_4\) suggest a correlation between the concentration of oxygen vacancy defects and voltage suppression.

Charged point defects can also associate to form localized clusters, which can have significant effects on transport behaviour. Binding energy calculations for LiFePO\(_4\) suggest clustering of antisite defects as well as impurity-vacancy defects (rather than a random distribution); such phenomena may be important as precursors to local ordering or nanodomain formation. Energetically favourable nano-clusters include neutral 1D clusters comprised of antisite defects (Fe on Li) and Li vacancies oriented along the Li channel (Fig. 10), which could result in trapping of migrating Li\(^{+}\) species; hence defect clustering would inhibit Li extraction from the olivine phase.

A combined DFT, statistical mechanics and STEM study of Li-ion mobility and Fe antisite defects (Fe–Li) in LiFePO\(_4\) indicates that Li vacancies are confined to the 1D Li channels, shuttling between neighbouring Fe–Li; the energy is lowered by the V-Li clusters spending more time bound to end-point Fe–Li clusters. Larger (V-Li)–Fe–Li–(V-Li) complexes also form, and account for some features of observed electron energy loss spectra.

In addition to intrinsic defects, potentials-based methods can be used to investigate the effects of doping by generating estimates of the energies of different dopant substitution reactions. This can provide a useful systematic guide to the site-selectivity of different dopant species and to trends in dopant solubility.

Simulation studies of a wide range of dopants in LiFePO\(_4\) from monovalent to pentavalent cations, for example, found low favourable energies only for Na\(^{+}\) substitution on the Li\(^{+}\) site, and divalent dopants (e.g., Zn, Cu, and Mg) on the transition-metal site. In contrast, superivalent doping (especially Ti\(^{4+}\) and Nb\(^{5+}\)) appears energetically unfavourable on both Li\(^{+}\) and Fe\(^{3+}\) sites; moreover, the charge-compensation mechanism for such doping was found to leave the Fe\(^{2+}\) valence state unaltered and hence unlikely to contribute to high electronic conductivity. These results are in accord with experimental reports of unsuccessful incorporation of significant levels (>3%) of supervalent dopants to enhance electronic conductivity, and suggests

![Fig. 10 Schematic of a structural plane of LiFePO4 containing two neutral defect cluster arrangements comprised of two antisite defects (Fe on Li sites) and two Li vacancies within b-axis channels: (A) antisite cation and Li vacancy on alternating sites; (B) antisite cations on adjacent sites. Reproduced with permission from ref. 121. Copyright 2010 American Chemical Society.](image-url)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound</th>
<th>Disorder type</th>
<th>Energies in eV</th>
<th>Ref.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LiNi(<em>{0.33})Mn(</em>{0.33})Co(_{0.33})O(_2)</td>
<td>Li Frenkel</td>
<td>3.73</td>
<td>118</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Li(_2)O Schottky-like</td>
<td>9.20</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiMn(_2)O(_4)</td>
<td>Li Frenkel</td>
<td>1.76, 1.46</td>
<td>90, 92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiFePO(_4)</td>
<td>Li Frenkel</td>
<td>2.15, 6.33</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiMnPO(_4)</td>
<td>Li Frenkel</td>
<td>1.97, 7.36</td>
<td>101</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiFePO(_2)</td>
<td>Li Frenkel</td>
<td>1.21</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiMnSiO(_4)</td>
<td>Li Frenkel</td>
<td>1.27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LiFeSO(_4)F</td>
<td>Li Frenkel</td>
<td>3.79</td>
<td>114</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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DFT calculations of various dopants in LiFePO$_4$ have also been used to investigate the formation energy and site preferences as a function of Li, Fe, P, and O$_2$ chemical potentials$^{127}$ for all thermodynamically allowed chemical potentials, Na, Cu, Ag, Mg, and Zn are likely to exist as neutral defects in LiFePO$_4$ under thermodynamic equilibrium and thus do not enhance the concentration of either small hole polaron or lithium vacancies, i.e., electronic or ionic conduction should not be affected by doping with these elements. With regard to anion doping, DFT methods have been used to investigate N and F substitution for O in Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$. For the Pmn2$_1$ phase, it is predicted that the voltage associated with the Fe$^{3+}$/Fe$^{4+}$ redox couple is decreased by both substituents. The high theoretical specific capacity of Li$_2$FeSiO$_4$ could be retained in N-substituted silicates due to the oxidation of N$^{3-}$ anions, whilst the F-doped system exhibits a lower specific capacity typical of fluoride substitution.

7 Surfaces, morphologies and nanostructures

It is clear that morphological control of bulk crystalline or nanomaterials has an impact on their performance, as many properties are highly shape and size dependent.$^{129}$ For example, the formation of LiFePO$_4$ particles of sub-micron or nanometre size is thought to enhance electrochemical performance by reducing transport path lengths.$^{130-132}$ However, surface structures and morphologies of particles are difficult to extract by experiment alone. Computer simulation, on the other hand, offers a valuable means of exploring such properties. Indeed, the growing field of nanoionics$^{133}$ is driving the development of many new electroactive materials for batteries$^{134}$ and other applications. Atomistic modelling is ideally suited for assisting such research, as the length scales (and possibly time scales) are directly comparable between experiment and simulations.$^{135}$

For such calculations, the advantage of interatomic potential methods is demonstrated by the large number of different surface planes and terminations that can be examined individually, quickly and efficiently. DFT methods, in contrast, can more accurately model the subtle changes in electron densities in the surface regions, as well as allow for deviations in stoichiometry under different conditions. Despite the difference in methodologies, there is often good overall agreement between the techniques.

7.1 Layered oxides

DFT and potentials-based techniques have both been used to study the surfaces and morphologies of LiCoO$_2$ and related layered materials.$^{136-140}$ For example, surface energies of several low-index surfaces of layered LiCoO$_2$ (Fig. 11) have been investigated as a function of the external lithium and oxygen chemical potentials using GGA + U methods;$^{136}$ the (0001) and (1014) surfaces were found to be present for all reasonable values of the Li and O chemical potentials, whereas the (0112) surface is stable only under oxidizing conditions.

From GGA + U calculations$^{138}$ it has also been proposed that electronic spin state transitions occur on the surfaces of stoichiometric LiCoO$_2$, where trivalent Co ions at the surface adopt an intermediate spin state if they are square–pyramidal coordinated and a high spin state if they are pseudo-tetrahedral coordinated; hence low-coordinated geometries on the surface may have an effect on the Co(III)–Co(IV) redox potential of LiCoO$_2$, especially for large surface-area-to-bulk ratios.

A combination of XPS measurements and DFT calculations$^{139}$ has been used to examine local structures in stoichiometric LiCoO$_2$ and lithium excess Li$_{1+y}$Co$_{1-y}$O$_2$,$^{y}$ ($y$ ~ 0.05) materials; in addition to the XPS component attributed to the O$^{2-}$ ions of the crystalline network, a second component was observed on the high-binding energy side, which has been attributed to undercoordinated oxygen atoms on (001) surfaces; further analysis using scanning electron microscopy (SEM) indicated that the
presence of defects (oxygen vacancies) needs to be considered in the lithium over-stoichiometric case.\textsuperscript{139}

Recent computational studies have also probed the structures of twin boundaries\textsuperscript{141} (Fig. 12) and antiphase inversion domain boundaries in LiCoO\textsubscript{2} thin films,\textsuperscript{142} as well as the growth of solid-electrolyte interphase (SEI) films at a solvent–graphitic anode interface.\textsuperscript{143} Further examples of how atomistic simulation of complex surfaces can complement experimental techniques include the use of DFT calculations to aid interpretation of STEM images of surface regions of spinel nanoparticles,\textsuperscript{144} and calculation of X-ray absorption near edge structure (XANES) and energy-loss near edge structure (ELNES) fingerprints for LiMO\textsubscript{2} (M = Mn, Fe, Co, and Ni) crystals using the \textit{ab initio} multiplet method.\textsuperscript{145}

### 7.2 Spinels and manganese oxides

DFT and potentials-based techniques have been used to examine the surfaces and nanostructures of LiMn\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} spinel and MnO\textsubscript{2}-type materials.\textsuperscript{146–150} GGA + \textit{U} simulations\textsuperscript{146} of the (001), (110), and (111) surface structures of LiMn\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} demonstrated that the Mn-terminated (111) surface undergoes reconstruction in which the top layers mix in stoichiometric proportions to form an LiMn\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} termination layer with square-planar-coordinated Mn; the average surface Mn oxidation states were found to be reduced relative to the bulk for all surfaces considered, as a consequence of the lower-energy cost of Jahn–Teller distortion at the surface. The Li-terminated (001) surface is the lowest in energy.

Karim \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{147} have also used DFT methods to investigate low-index surface facets (100), (110), and (111) of LiMn\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4}; their simulations indicate that the (111) surface is stabilized through a site exchange of the under-coordinated surface Mn ions with fully coordinated tetrahedral subsurface Li ions, effectively creating a partial inverse-spinel region at the surface. Based on these results, the equilibrium shape of an LiMn\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} particle is predicted to exhibit a cubo-octahedral shape dominated by \{111\} surfaces, in agreement with common experimental observations of LiMn\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{4} particles.

Sayle \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{149} simulated nanoporous rutile \textit{β}-MnO\textsubscript{2} using potentials-based MD techniques with nanoparticles evolved using simulated amorphisation and crystallisation (Fig. 13); it is predicted that, to maximise its electrochemical properties, the \textit{β}-MnO\textsubscript{2} host should be symmetrically porous and heavily twinned, and that there is a critical (wall) thickness for MnO\textsubscript{2} nanomaterials above which the strain associated with Li insertion is accommodated. The simulations also revealed that the symmetrically porous MnO\textsubscript{2} can expand and contract linearly and, crucially, elastically during lithiation–delithiation (\textit{i.e.}, charge–discharge) processes.

Tompsett \textit{et al.}\textsuperscript{150} have used DFT + \textit{U} methods to investigate the contrasting electrochemical behaviour of nanostructured mesoporous \textit{β}-MnO\textsubscript{2} \textit{versus} the bulk crystalline system, in which the latter can intercalate little or no lithium; the calculations indicate that Li migration in rutile-structured bulk \textit{β}-MnO\textsubscript{2} is primarily 1D along the long-axis tunnels with a small barrier of \(0.2\) eV, which is likely to contribute to its good performance in the mesoporous form. By explicit
calculation of surface-to-bulk ion migration, Tompsett et al.\textsuperscript{150} also found a higher barrier of $>0.6$ eV for lithium insertion at the (101) surface (Fig. 14), which dominates the equilibrium morphology; this demonstrates the quantitative importance of surface-to-bulk ion migration, and suggests why intercalation becomes possible for nanosized crystals. Indeed, such intrinsic differences in the Li-ion mobility in the bulk and at the surfaces may be a key factor in the intercalation behaviour of nanostructured versus bulk crystalline systems for many cathode materials.

7.3 Olivine phosphates

Focusing on the LiFePO$_4$ system, both first-principles and interatomic-potential methods have been used to identify the same stable (low energy) surface structures by examining systematically different terminations of low index planes.\textsuperscript{151,152} These simulation studies showed that the majority of the surfaces undergo considerable relaxation, confirming that the surface chemistry and electrochemical activity cannot be reliably predicted by assuming rigid, unrelaxed terminations of the bulk lattice. Low energy (010) and (201) surfaces identified by both potentials-based and DFT calculations are found to dominate the equilibrium morphology based on Wulff constructions\textsuperscript{151,152} (Fig. 15 and 16).

In addition to the surface energies, potentials-based simulations\textsuperscript{152} were also used to calculate surface attachment energies, from which so-called “growth” morphologies could be generated, to give an indication of what particles grown under non-equilibrium conditions may look like. In the case of LiFePO$_4$, such a non-equilibrium crystal is capped by (010) faces (Fig. 16); this morphology is consistent with particles of pure LiFePO$_4$ imaged using SEM for some samples reported in the literature,\textsuperscript{130} although different synthesis routes have produced a variety of crystallite morphologies such as hexagonal platelets and block-type shapes.\textsuperscript{15,131}

The exposure of the (010) surface on LiFePO$_4$ crystals is significant since it is normal to the most facile pathway for lithium-ion conduction (viz. the [010] channel in the $Pnma$ system), as illustrated in Fig. 16, and hence important for the
(de)intercalation rate of lithium ions. GGA + U calculations\textsuperscript{151} show that the surface redox potentials for the extraction and insertion of Li from the (010) surface is significantly lower (ca. 0.6 V) than the bulk values. SEM images of plate-like crystallites of uncoated LiFePO\textsubscript{4} from hydrothermal synthesis exhibiting large (010) faces can be reproduced by refining the simulated surface energies\textsuperscript{152} (shown in Fig. 16). This reduction in diffusion path length of lithium ions from bulk to surface is expected to enhance the electrochemical performance.

Smith et al.\textsuperscript{153} have performed atomistic MD simulations of the (010) surface of LiFePO\textsubscript{4} in contact with two types of electrolyte: an organic liquid electrolyte (OLE), ethylene carbonate:dimethyl carbonate (3:7) with approximately 1 mol kg\textsuperscript{-1} LiPF\textsubscript{6}; and an ionic liquid-based electrolyte (ILE), 1-ethyl-3-methyl-imidazolium:bis[fluorosulfonyl]imide (EMIM\textsuperscript{+}: FSI\textsuperscript{-}). The results suggest that the resistance for bringing Li\textsuperscript{+} from the bulk electrolyte to the LiFePO\textsubscript{4} surface through the interfacial barrier is small for both the OLE and ILE. The ability of EMIM\textsuperscript{+} cations to donate positive charge to the LiFePO\textsubscript{4}/electrolyte interface may result in a significant decrease in Li-ion concentration at the surface and a corresponding increase in impedance to Li-ion intercalation into LiFePO\textsubscript{4}.

Coating carbon layers on LiFePO\textsubscript{4} nanoparticles is a common strategy for providing sufficient electronic conductivity to allow the material to function as a cathode material. Geng et al.\textsuperscript{154} have investigated the interaction energies of graphene lying parallel and perpendicular to the LiFePO\textsubscript{4} (010) surface using DFT methods, with their results suggesting that a perpendicular orientation of graphene sheets is energetically favourable.

Although not the focus of this review, it is also worth noting that the computational techniques described here are also being applied to alternative oxide anode materials including spinel-structured Li\textsubscript{4}Ti\textsubscript{5}O\textsubscript{12},\textsuperscript{155–158} TiO\textsubscript{2}(B)\textsuperscript{159–166} and layered-structured LiVO\textsubscript{2},\textsuperscript{167} as well as solid-state electrolytes such as Li\textsubscript{1/3}La\textsubscript{2/3}TiO\textsubscript{3} (LLTO),\textsuperscript{168} lithium garnets,\textsuperscript{169} \(\gamma\)-Li\textsubscript{3}PO\textsubscript{4} and related LIPONS,\textsuperscript{170} LISICONs,\textsuperscript{171} and Li\textsubscript{1}GeP\textsubscript{2}S\textsubscript{12}.\textsuperscript{172,173}

8 Sodium-ion battery cathode materials

Na-ion batteries are attracting considerable renewed interest\textsuperscript{19–23} as promising candidates for new battery systems, especially for large-scale grid storage, due to their cost advantages (sodium is the 6th most abundant element on Earth). Early research into Na-ion conductors\textsuperscript{174–177} was superseded by the higher energy density provided by Li-ion cells. Compared to the decades of researching lithium insertion materials, there has been relatively limited computational research into cathode materials for Na-ion batteries.\textsuperscript{178–187} As a timely overview, recent computational studies are highlighted in this section.

8.1 Na\textsubscript{1/3}MO\textsubscript{2} materials

Kim et al.\textsuperscript{179} have used DFT methods to study the sodium insertion–deinsertion mechanisms of Na\textsubscript{0.44}MnO\textsubscript{2}, a promising Na-battery material on account of its high capacity and good cycling properties; their calculated voltage profile agrees well with experimental data (Fig. 17), identifying seven intermediate phases. They found that the different orientations of sodium polyhedra lead to two different Na\textsubscript{2} sites, and suggested that unstable intermediate phases in the biphasic region between Na\textsubscript{0.44}MnO\textsubscript{2} and Na\textsubscript{0.55}MnO\textsubscript{2} could be a source of the observed capacity fading.

Lee et al.\textsuperscript{180} have recently investigated the P2–Na\textsubscript{2/3}\textsuperscript{[Ni\textsubscript{1/3}Mn\textsubscript{2/3}]O\textsubscript{2}} system, which exhibits good cycling performance and high rate capability. The phase transformation from P2 to O2 was simulated using DFT by considering specific ordered arrangements of Na ions found for Na contents of 1/3 and 1/2 per formula unit, corresponding to voltage steps in the charging profile. Wedged elastic band (NEB) calculations also indicate that Na-ion diffusivity in the P2 structure is higher than that in the corresponding O3-structured Li compounds.

Hinuma et al.\textsuperscript{181} constructed phase diagrams for Na\textsubscript{3}CoO\textsubscript{2} by combining DFT methods (both GGA and GGA + U) with cluster-expansion and Monte Carlo simulation techniques; comparison of calculated ground states, Na intercalation voltages, \(c\) lattice parameters of the hexagonal cell, and Na1/Na2 ratios with experimental results suggests that GGA is a good approximation for the composition range 0.5 ≤ \(x\) ≤ 0.8.

8.2 Sodium-polyanion materials

Computational techniques have also been applied recently to a variety of sodium-based polyanion compounds.\textsuperscript{183–187} Using
DFT methods, Ong et al.\textsuperscript{183} have examined the differences in the voltage, phase stability and diffusion barriers of a range of Na-ion and Li-ion based materials. The calculated voltages for the Na-based compounds are 0.18–0.57 V lower than those of the corresponding Li voltages (Fig. 18), which is believed to be largely a cathodic effect related to the much smaller energy gain from inserting Na into the host structure compared to inserting Li. In terms of phase stability, they found that open structures, such as the layered and NASICON structures, have both Na and Li analogues, whereas for the close-packed AMPO\textsubscript{4} structures, Na generally prefers the maricite structure, while Li prefers the olivine structure, in agreement with previous experimental reports. They also found that the barriers for Na\textsuperscript{+} migration can potentially be lower than those for Li\textsuperscript{+} migration in the layered structures.\textsuperscript{183}

Tripathi et al.\textsuperscript{184} used potentials-based methods\textsuperscript{184} to compare the Na conduction properties of olivines NaMPO\textsubscript{4} (M = Fe, Mn) with layer-structured Na\textsubscript{3}FePO\textsubscript{4}F (Fig. 19); the activation energy for Na-ion conduction in NaFePO\textsubscript{4} along the 1D channels is slightly lower than for Li-ion migration in LiFePO\textsubscript{4}. The migration barriers (~0.4 eV) in layered Na\textsubscript{3}FePO\textsubscript{4}F are equally favourable, indicating high Na-ion mobility through a 2D network within the ac plane of the orthorhombic Pnma structure (Fig. 19). The results reveal the crucial importance of the volume-expansion-induced strain during Na\textsuperscript{+} (de)intercalation, which is greater than for the Li\textsuperscript{+} ion for steric reasons, suggesting that materials with a high volume difference between the end-member phases will lead to poor rate capability and faster capacity fade.

It was concluded that, where the activation energy for Na-ion transport is high and the volume expansion is also significant, extremely poor electrochemical performance can be predicted for Na-based cathodes (as found for NaFeSO\textsubscript{4}F (ref. 114)). From these results, Tripathi et al.\textsuperscript{184} suggest that, in general, important considerations for the design of future Na-ion electrodes are a combination of low activation energy for Na\textsuperscript{+} transport and low volume expansion (e.g. <5%), along with no antisite defects to impede sodium-ion diffusion.

DFT calculations of Kim et al.\textsuperscript{185} on the pyrophosphate Na\textsubscript{2}FeP\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} revealed two kinds of reactions over the entire voltage range of 2.0–4.5 V (vs. Na/Na\textsuperscript{+}): a single-phase reaction around 2.5 V and a series of two-phase reactions in the voltage range of 3.0–3.25 V. DFT studies on the Mn-based pyrophosphate Na\textsubscript{2}MnP\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7},\textsuperscript{186} which exhibits electrochemical activity superior to that of its Li analogue (monoclinic Li\textsubscript{2}MnP\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7}), suggest that the enhanced kinetics of Na\textsubscript{2}MnP\textsubscript{2}O\textsubscript{7} is due to the locally flexible accommodation of Jahn–Teller distortions aided by the corner-sharing polyhedra in the triclinic crystal structure.

9 Conclusions and future outlook

This review has highlighted the valuable role that advanced computational techniques now play in contemporary studies of materials for lithium-ion batteries by focusing on research into
clear that major advances in lithium- and sodium-ion batteries encompassing solid-state NMR, pair distribution function coupling between computation and experimental techniques, algorithmic evolution of ab initio methods (e.g., neural networks to explore low energy structures, and increased efficiency in computational methods). Other novel approaches include global evolution techniques (GE) and ab und quantum chemical methods.

It is clear that for next-generation portable electronics and electric vehicles, new rechargeable battery materials exhibiting improved safety, higher energy density, lower cost, faster charge–discharge rates, and longer cycle life are needed. Future computational studies and improvements in simulation techniques are likely to address many of these challenges and will encompass the following important areas:

(i) **New materials.** At present, most research into lithium and sodium battery materials using DFT and potentials-based techniques is concerned with voltage, ion diffusion and structural properties of bulk materials; this is set to continue as they are used to study an ever-increasing range of novel materials of greater compositional and structural complexity. The use of high-throughput ab initio computational tools will also continue to help screen large numbers of new candidate compounds.

(ii) **Surfaces and nanostructured materials.** There is increased interest in modelling surfaces and nanostructured materials. Key features include grain boundaries, surface structures, and heterointerfaces (whether solid–solid or solid–liquid), particularly their effects on ionic and electronic transport. For example, future computational studies on nanomaterials will play an increasing role in revealing how hydroxylation and electrolyte molecules affect the nanoelectrode surfaces.

(iii) **Simulation techniques.** Another consequence of the continuing growth in computer power will be the increasing use of computationally expensive techniques such as hybrid functional DFT and QM/MM embedded cluster methods. At present the small number of atoms and short time spans (a few picoseconds) that can be treated using ab initio molecular dynamics (MD) makes it difficult to extract statistically meaningful transport data. Use of long time-scale MD (e.g., 1 ns) currently limited to potentials-based models, will be particularly useful for studying insertion kinetics and nanostructures. Other technique developments include global evolutionary algorithms to explore low energy structures, and increased coupling between computation and experimental techniques, encompassing solid-state NMR, pair distribution function (PDF) analysis and maximum entropy methods.

In conclusion, whichever direction the future takes, it is clear that major advances in lithium- and sodium-ion batteries for electronics, electric vehicles and grid storage will depend on exploring new materials and concepts, and on a greater fundamental understanding of their operation on the atomic and nano scales.
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